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Non-linear character of redistribution of chemical elements in the Earth’s
global systems of different physical state as a result of biogenic activity
Vyacheslav Korzh
A comparison of the mean chemical elementary composition on the global systems of different physical state (the
Earth’s hydrosphere, lithosphere, and atmosphere, [1-4]) enabled to reveal a non-linear character of redistribution
of different elements between these systems. The established general feature is that with the decrease of the global
abundance of the element its concentration in the solid phase is relatively increasing as compared to liquid or
gaseous phase. The process is most active at the so-called biogeochemical barriers abundant in life and is therefore
inferred to result from the geologic activity of the ubiquitous living species regulating their environment. The
calculated index of non-linearity (v) exhibits definite stability between the compared systems approximating:
0.7 (for proto-lithosphere - sediment system v= 0.75; for river – ocean system v=0.67; for ocean - atmosphere
system v=0.7). The obtained value is believed to present a universal constant of biosphere reflecting biogenic
redistribution of chemical elements in the course of its evolution and corresponds to the biosphere concept of
V.I. Vernadsky [5]. The obtained values may be used in estimations of the biosphere stability and anthropogenic
transformation of the Earth’s systems on the global scale including biogeochemical cycles and soil cover.
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